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 Banned Kirchen Posts: 3,878 Karma: 12,602 Pilot name: LordDice Join Date: Jun 2009 Country: Nick:Dice Posts: 1,839 Karma: 4,132 Join Date: Jun 2009Country: Nick:DicePosts: 1,839Karma: 4,132Pilot name: Re: Lexicon pantheon ii vst v2 0 (at least to update to v3.0.1) the librarian said, "Fine, I'll look it up, I'll look it up. It's right here in the lexicon, which stands for Library of Words." "But I
already know what it is, I think." "Yes, I am sure you do." "The lexicon. It stands for Library of Words, and in there it says that if you have learned all the languages of this world, you will reach the limit of your librarian power and be forced to move on." "You understand the limitation quite well. That is why you are here, to say goodbye to us, and to learn to love the language you are learning before
moving on." "What language?" "The real one." "The real one?" "Yes, you've learned to love a language. Then why not learn the real one?" "Because I have to learn the language I'm learning first." "You will learn the language you've been learning, then you'll know what the real one is." "You're stupid." "No, it's just that I'm afraid of the real one. What if I can't learn it?" "There is no such thing as 'the

real one'. This is a language, and it is all one language. It is not a real one, it's just a language." "Okay. Then this is the real one." "Yes, you're stupid. It's not the real one." 82157476af
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